
Cookie Name Cookie ID Source Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description
drift_campaign_refresh f662a76f-5c41-4899-bc01-04f207928935 SCAN PERSISTENT www.orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies This is the session identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with a current website session within the Drift 

system. This is enables session-specific features, such as popping up a messaging only once during a 30 minute session as to 
prevent a disruptive experience.

_hjFirstSeen 0931a3d0-076d-42c2-b49f-07c515919a52 SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies Identifies a new user's first session on a website, indicating whether or not Hotjar's seeing this user for the first time.

_hjSession_1489719 b0075f23-9e15-4816-8a44-0a8819fccfa5 SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies A cookie that holds the current session data. This ensues that subsequent requests within the session window will be attributed to 
the same Hotjar session.

JSESSIONID 934da496-ca6a-48b8-a70f-0c0076a1e6e4 SCAN SESSION nr-data.net Performance Cookies General purpose platform session cookie, used by sites written in JSP. Usually used to maintain an anonymous user session by the 
server.

_hjIncludedInSessionSample 3c89cc62-b018-43e4-85f0-12bad6f402cb SCAN PERSISTENT www.orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your site's daily session limit.

CONSENT aab36c67-a267-4d2c-a9fd-1432018349ad SCAN PERSISTENT youtube.com Targeting Cookies This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and any advertising that the end user may have seen 
before visiting the said website.

__cf_bm c8fa957d-b298-4bdd-bd96-151ad9b572f6 SCAN PERSISTENT hubspot.com Functional Cookies The __cf_bm cookie is a cookie necessary to support Cloudflare Bot Management, currently in private beta. As part of our bot 
management service, this cookie helps manage incoming traffic that matches criteria associated with bots.
This is a CloudFoundry cookie

_hjFirstSeen 9a5c13ae-1e85-41de-aa80-1b7c948ea556 MANUAL PERSISTENT .orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies Identifies a new user's first session on a website, indicating whether or not Hotjar's seeing this user for the first time.

OptanonConsent adee553c-39e8-4c0c-b85c-1baf96a037fd MANUAL PERSISTENT .myorwell.co.uk Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the categories of cookies the site 
uses and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of each category. This enables site owners to prevent 
cookies in each category from being set in the users browser, when consent is not given. The cookie has a normal lifespan of one 
year, so that returning visitors to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no information that can identify the 
site visitor.

driftt_aid b0f2994f-0c29-48fd-b6b3-1c87b803139b SCAN PERSISTENT www.orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within the Drift system. This 
allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided through the chat on subsequent site visits.

_gid 2f5cc3df-e477-4820-862e-1ddb6add38ed SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This appears to be a new cookie and as of Spring 2017 no 
information is available from Google.  It appears to store and update a unique value for each page visited._gid

_hjIncludedInSessionSample 1225cfbf-7c4a-4d4b-aa5b-1fb40a3212a8 SCAN PERSISTENT script.hotjar.com Performance Cookies This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your site's daily session limit.

NID 906e4cd2-9ea9-4342-8c34-2887c36f158d SCAN PERSISTENT google.com Targeting Cookies This domain is owned by Google Inc. Although Google is primarily known as a search engine, the company provides a diverse range 
of products and services. Its main source of revenue however is advertising. Google tracks users extensively both through its own 
products and sites, and the numerous technologies embedded into many millions of websites around the world. It uses the data 
gathered from most of these services to profile the interests of web users and sell advertising space to organisations based on such 
interest profiles as well as aligning adverts to the content on the pages where its customer's adverts appear.

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE e62b65a5-b7e3-4df1-a3d4-2e20008f9b63 SCAN PERSISTENT youtube.com Targeting Cookies This cookie is set by Youtube to keep track of user preferences for Youtube videos embedded in sites;it can also determine 
whether the website visitor is using the new or old version of the Youtube interface.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 69a2a23a-ba83-4d05-845a-2ecffc3fc09c SCAN PERSISTENT script.hotjar.com Performance Cookies This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your site's pageview limit.

_hjIncludedInSessionSample 45662985-5b84-4220-b803-3558d10254b1 MANUAL SESSION orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies _hjIncludedInSessionSample
_hjSessionUser_1489719 b0eaf5d8-f78a-40a5-8f62-3629636d7c25 MANUAL SESSION orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies _hjSessionUser_1489719
_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 04514038-ae59-4f9c-8c1c-37619639e51f MANUAL SESSION orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies _hjIncludedInPageviewSample
ASP.NET_SessionId 0b5c8b95-662f-404d-9f58-49e66fe7fabf SCAN SESSION www.orwell-housing.co.uk Strictly Necessary Cookies General purpose platform session cookie, used by sites written with Miscrosoft .NET based technologies. Usually used to maintain 

an anonymised user session by the server.
_hjid 864b0358-642b-42ad-8a4b-4de3b3e5e158 MANUAL SESSION .orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies _hjid
DEVICE_INFO 938d5bdf-95a2-4de2-a15d-58bc75dc442d SCAN PERSISTENT youtube.com Targeting Cookies
YSC d1512a93-b33b-453c-863c-5e37d1c4b65c SCAN SESSION youtube.com Targeting Cookies
driftt_aid 72ecc91d-934a-4ce2-b150-60f063581dd4 SCAN PERSISTENT js.driftt.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within the Drift system. This 

allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided through the chat on subsequent site visits.

_gat_UA-4916398-1 98f10ddb-48e1-4f9a-89af-61010a4b882e SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name contains the unique identity number 
of the account or website it relates to. It appears to be a variation of the _gat cookie which is used to limit the amount of data 
recorded by Google on high traffic volume websites.

hubspotutk 195f6882-f8e8-43da-a9bc-62e83632a072 MANUAL PERSISTENT .orwell-housing.co.uk Functional Cookies This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform.  HubSpot report that its purpose is user 
authentication. As a persistent rather than a session cookie it cannot be classified as Strictly Necessary.

incap_ses_xxx_xxxxxxxx 68b9e3c6-b8ae-494f-99d1-65037c8f023d SCAN SESSION carehome.co.uk Unknown Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall:
cookie for linking HTTP requests to a certain session (AKA visit).
Re-opening the browser and accessing same site are registered as different visits.
In order to maintain existing sessions (ie, session cookie)

drift_aid f328aa61-ecfb-4c0d-877a-65aa2b97e6c3 SCAN PERSISTENT js.driftt.com Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within the Drift system. This 
allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided through the chat on subsequent site visits.

OptanonAlertBoxClosed 0791ad49-a926-484c-9f5d-6787f995019c SCAN PERSISTENT www.orwell-housing.co.uk Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from OneTrust.  It is set after visitors 
have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when they actively close the notice down.  It enables the website not 
to show the message more than once to a user.  The cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal information.

_ga 0ef4dd00-d36d-4ac3-8c51-6919725a0d33 SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's more commonly used 
analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It 
is included in each page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  By 
default it is set to expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners._ga



OptanonConsent 8b1f879a-aea4-46da-bec3-69e28cdcd4b6 SCAN PERSISTENT cdn-ukwest.onetrust.com Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the categories of cookies the site 
uses and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of each category. This enables site owners to prevent 
cookies in each category from being set in the users browser, when consent is not given. The cookie has a normal lifespan of one 
year, so that returning visitors to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no information that can identify the 
site visitor.

OptanonAlertBoxClosed b179f842-ffbc-4c5e-ac6b-6b5d2414f32a SCAN PERSISTENT cdn-ukwest.onetrust.com Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from OneTrust.  It is set after visitors 
have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when they actively close the notice down.  It enables the website not 
to show the message more than once to a user.  The cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal information.

_hjSessionUser_1489719 7fb37922-9507-4453-b924-7375ed05f988 SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies Hotjar cookie that is set when a user first lands on a page with the Hotjar script. It is used to persist the Hotjar User ID, unique to 
that site on the browser. This ensures that behavior in subsequent visits to the same site will be attributed to the same user ID.

drift_aid 83a08d95-619a-45a3-a81c-7b000163b3a0 SCAN PERSISTENT www.orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies This is the anonymous identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with the profile within the Drift system. This 
allows Drift to remember the information that this site visitor has provided through the chat on subsequent site visits.

_hjFirstSeen f06c9acc-4bdc-4029-a8ff-7b99cb5eb9f9 MANUAL PERSISTENT .myorwell.co.uk Performance Cookies Identifies a new user's first session on a website, indicating whether or not Hotjar's seeing this user for the first time.

__hstc b2a66d29-2a48-44cd-8d34-7c7485a83c13 SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform. It is reported by them as being used for website 
analytics.

__RequestVerificationToken 5d0cdbba-cce4-41ba-b92e-84938b47ff1d SCAN SESSION www.orwell-housing.co.uk Strictly Necessary Cookies This is an anti-forgery cookie set by web applications built using ASP.NET MVC technologies. It is designed to stop unauthorised 
posting of content to a website, known as Cross-Site Request Forgery. It holds no information about the user and is destroyed on 
closing the browser.

_ga 11a97772-9c7c-4e17-ba9f-8c0bd306c1d9 SCAN PERSISTENT co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's more commonly used 
analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It 
is included in each page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  By 
default it is set to expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners._ga

__hssc ffb40670-49e5-465c-9cfd-8c86e6d905b3 SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform.  It is reported by them as being used for website 
analytics.

drift_campaign_refresh 075d72ad-e80c-4854-a909-9bbd399144b7 SCAN PERSISTENT js.driftt.com Targeting Cookies This is the session identifier token. It is used to tie the visitor on your website with a current website session within the Drift 
system. This is enables session-specific features, such as popping up a messaging only once during a 30 minute session as to 
prevent a disruptive experience.

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress d497ecea-d97a-409d-94c6-a244f3ee5abc SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie is used by HotJar to detect the first pageview session of a user. This is a True/False flag set by the cookie.

OptanonConsent b127b7a4-f63e-44f5-88a1-a8b5c6c52275 SCAN PERSISTENT www.orwell-housing.co.uk Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the categories of cookies the site 
uses and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of each category. This enables site owners to prevent 
cookies in each category from being set in the users browser, when consent is not given. The cookie has a normal lifespan of one 
year, so that returning visitors to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no information that can identify the 
site visitor.

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress 3daa2b48-f746-4b9f-add1-b7800cabe302 MANUAL SESSION orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies _hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress
__hssrc 49179342-6d8e-43d1-8f95-c6050804906e SCAN SESSION orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform. It is reported by them as being used for website 

analytics.
messagesUtk 02e51dd3-616e-4260-b464-c94a4fcf182f SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies
OptanonAlertBoxClosed 956c2b5a-cb6f-46ba-b065-c95f92b169be MANUAL PERSISTENT .myorwell.co.uk Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from OneTrust.  It is set after visitors 

have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when they actively close the notice down.  It enables the website not 
to show the message more than once to a user.  The cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal information.

_hjSession_1489719 d3a2a3e4-c97a-4fab-a29e-cae13c1d3625 MANUAL SESSION orwell-housing.co.uk Targeting Cookies _hjSession_1489719
_hjTLDTest be862045-8551-46dc-ab54-d5c906beb5ba SCAN SESSION co.uk Performance Cookies When the Hotjar script executes we try to determine the most generic cookie path we should use, instead of the page hostname. 

This is done so that cookies can be shared across subdomains (where applicable). To determine this, we try to store the _hjTLDTest 
cookie for different URL substring alternatives until it fails. After this check, the cookie is removed.

__hssc 606f72ea-d5f5-4b38-a697-dacf6a694e14 MANUAL PERSISTENT .orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform.  It is reported by them as being used for website 
analytics.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 660136a3-2673-4def-853d-e8dcecc2eb68 SCAN PERSISTENT www.orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies This cookie is set to let Hotjar know whether that visitor is included in the data sampling defined by your site's pageview limit.

_hjTLDTest 0340930b-08d0-43b0-8a64-fe47514f6acb SCAN SESSION orwell-housing.co.uk Performance Cookies When the Hotjar script executes we try to determine the most generic cookie path we should use, instead of the page hostname. 
This is done so that cookies can be shared across subdomains (where applicable). To determine this, we try to store the _hjTLDTest 
cookie for different URL substring alternatives until it fails. After this check, the cookie is removed.

hubspotutk 353afeaa-e242-4725-a2df-ff0c07b6c230 SCAN PERSISTENT orwell-housing.co.uk Functional Cookies This cookie name is associated with websites built on the HubSpot platform.  HubSpot report that its purpose is user 
authentication. As a persistent rather than a session cookie it cannot be classified as Strictly Necessary.


